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Dynamic configuration is a convenient way to adjust the properties of your executable without recompiling
your code. Rather than relying on hardcoded information, your application implements slightly different
behaviors based on external settings. There are several ways to record these settings, ranging from user
preferences to property lists stored with your bundle.

Bundles use property lists extensively to store information about the bundle and its contents. Mac OS X and
iOS use the information in these property lists to determine an application properties such as its icon and
whether to show the status bar (for iPhone applications).

You should read this document to learn about the properties you can use to configure application behavior
and specify how Mac OS X or iOS handle your application.

Organization of This Document

This document contains the following articles:

 ■ “Information Property List Files” (page 9) provides an introduction to information property list files and
how they are used by the system.

 ■ “The Preferences System” (page 11) discusses the role and scope of user preferences and describes the
use of the defaults tool for accessing preferences.

 ■ “Environment Variables” (page 15) discusses the role of environment variables in configuring applications.
This section also covers some of the ways you can establish environment variables for a given user session
or process.

 ■ “Additional Configuration Tips” (page 17) lists the required and recommended configuration options
for applications. This article also describes additional ways to configure both bundled and non-bundled
applications.

See Also

For information about the keys and values you can include in an information property list file, see Information
Property List Key Reference.

For additional information about the preferences system, see User Defaults Programming Topics or Preferences
Programming Topics for Core Foundation.
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An information property list file is a structured text file that contains essential configuration information for
a bundled executable. The file itself is typically encoded using the Unicode UTF-8 encoding and the contents
are structured using XML. The root XML node is a dictionary, whose contents are a set of keys and values
describing different aspects of the bundle. The system uses these keys and values to obtain information
about your application and how it is configured. As a result, all bundled executables (plug-ins, frameworks,
and applications) are expected to have an information property list file.

By convention, the name of an information property list file is Info.plist. This name of this file is case
sensitive and must have an initial capital letter I. In iPhone applications, this file resides in the top-level of
the bundle directory. In Mac OS X bundles, this file resides in the bundle’s Contents directory. Xcode typically
creates this file for you automatically when you create a project of an appropriate type.

The contents of a typical Info.plist file convey the following information to the system:

 ■ The user-visible name to display for the bundle

 ■ A unique identifier string (typically in the form com.yourcompany.appname) that can be used to locate
the bundle at runtime

 ■ The type of the bundle (application, framework, plug-in)

 ■ Version information

 ■ Information about how to launch the bundle or load its contents into memory

 ■ The preferred execution environment for the bundle

 ■ Information about the bundle’s supported document types (if any)

 ■ For iPhone applications, information about how the application presents content initially

For information about how to create information property lists, along with keys and values that you can
include in them, see Information Property List Key Reference.
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Preferences are application or system options that allow users to customize their working environment. Most
applications read in some form of user preferences. For example, a document-based application may store
preferences for the default font, automatic save options, or page setup information. Preferences are not
limited to applications, however. You can read and write preference information, including user preferences,
from any frameworks or libraries you define.

The preferences system of Mac OS X includes built-in support for preserving and restoring user settings across
sessions. Both Carbon and Cocoa applications can use Core Foundation’s Preference Services for reading and
writing preference information. Cocoa applications can also use the NSUserDefaults class to read user
preferences.

Important:  The assumption with user preferences is that they are not critical; if they are lost, the application
should be able to recreate the default set of preferences. You should not store an application’s initial
configuration data as a preference. Initial configuration data is critical and should be stored in a property list
inside the application package.

The preferences system associates preference values with a key, which you use to retrieve the preference
value later. User preferences have a scope based on a combination of the user login ID, application ID, and
host (computer) name. This mechanism allows you to create preferences that apply at different levels. For
example, you can save a preference value that applies to any of the following entities:

 ■ the current user of your application on the current host

 ■ all users of your application on a specific host connected to the local network

 ■ the current user of your application on any host connected to the local network (the usual category for
user preferences)

 ■ any user of any application on any host connected to the local network

Applications should store only those preferences that represent information captured from the user. Storing
the same set of default preferences for each user is an inefficient way to manage your application’s preferences.
Preferences are stored in property list files that must be parsed to read in the preference information. A more
efficient way to manage preferences is to store a set of default preferences internally and then apply any
user-customized preferences on top of the default set.

How Preferences Are Stored

The preferences system stores preference data in files located in the Library/Preferences folder in the
appropriate file-system domain. For example, if the preference applies to a single user, the file is written to
the Library/Preferences folder in the user’s home directory. If the preference applies to all users on a
network, it goes in /Network/Library/Preferences.
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The name of each file in Library/Preferences is comprised of the application’s bundle identifier followed
by the .plist extension. For example, the bundle identifier for the TextEdit application is
com.apple.TextEdit so its preferences file name is com.apple.TextEdit.plist.

To ensure that there are no naming conflicts, Apple strongly recommends that bundle identifiers take the
same form as Java package names—your company’s unique domain name followed by the application or
library name. For example, the Finder uses the identifier com.apple.finder. This scheme minimizes the
possibility of name collision and leaves you the freedom to manage the identifier name space under your
corporate domain. You assign this value to the CFBundleIdentifier key in your information property list
file.

Problems might ensue if an application tries to write preferences to a location other than
Library/Preferences in the appropriate file-system domain. For one thing, the preferences APIs aren’t
designed for this difference. But more importantly, preferences stored in unexpected locations are excluded
from the preferences search list and so might not be noticed by other applications, frameworks, or system
services.

In Mac OS X version 10.3 and earlier, preferences were saved in the XML property list format. In Mac OS X
version 10.4 and later, preferences are saved in the binary plist format. You can convert a file from one format
to another using the plutil(1) tool (for example so that you can examine the plist in XML form), but you
should not rely on the format of the file. You should refrain from editing preference files manually. Entering
incorrect information or malformed data could cause problems when your application tries to read the file
later. The correct way to extract information from preference domains in your application is through the
preferences APIs.

Preference Domains

When your application searches for an existing preference value, the preferences system uses the current
preference domain to limit the scope of the search. Similarly, when your application writes out new preferences,
the values are scoped to the current domain.

Preference domains are identified by three pieces of information: a user ID, an application identifier, and a
host name. In most cases, you would specify preferences for the current user and application. However, you
might also decide to store application-level preferences. To do that, you would use the functions in the Core
Foundation Preferences Utilities to specify exactly which domain you wanted to use. For information on how
to use these routines, see Preferences Programming Topics for Core Foundation.

Table 1 shows all of the preference domains. The routines for retrieving preferences search through the
preference domains in the order shown here until they find the requested key. Thus, if a preference is not
found in a more user-specific and application-specific domain, the routines search the more global domains
for the information.

Table 1 Preference domains in search order

Host ScopeApplication ScopeUser ScopeSearch order

Current HostCurrent ApplicationCurrent User1

Any HostCurrent ApplicationCurrent User2

Current HostAny ApplicationCurrent User3

12 Preference Domains
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Host ScopeApplication ScopeUser ScopeSearch order

Any HostAny ApplicationCurrent User4

Current HostCurrent ApplicationAny User5

Any HostCurrent ApplicationAny User6

Current HostAny ApplicationAny User7

Any HostAny ApplicationAny User8

The defaults Utility

The preferences system of Mac OS X includes a command-line utility named defaults for reading, writing,
and removing preferences (also known as user defaults) from the application domain or other domains. The
defaults utility is invaluable as an aid for debugging applications. Many preferences are accessible through
an application’s Preference dialog (or the equivalent), but preferences such as the position of a window aren’t
always available. For those preferences, you can view them with the defaults utility.

To run the utility, launch the Terminal application and, in a BSD shell, enter defaults plus command options
describing what you want. For a terse description of syntax and arguments, run the defaults command by
itself. For a more complete description, read the man page for defaults or run the command with the
usage argument:

$ defaults usage

You should avoid changing values using the defaults tool while the target application is running. If you
make such a change, the application is unlikely to see the change and more likely to overwrite the new value
you just specified.
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Environment variables are another way to configure your application dynamically. Many applications and
systems use environment variables to store important information, such as the location of executable programs
and header files. The variable consists of a key string with the name of the variable and a value string.

To get the value of an environment variable, your application must call the getenv function that is part of
the standard system library (stdlib.h). You pass this function a string containing the name of the variable
you want and it returns the value, or NULL if no variable of that name was found. Your application can then
use the variable as it sees fit.

Environment Variable Scope

Environment variables are scoped to the process that created them and to any children of that process. The
Terminal application treats each window as its own separate process for the sake of managing environment
variables. Thus, if you create a Terminal window and define some environment variables, any programs you
execute from that window inherit those variables. However, you cannot access the variables defined in the
first window from a second Terminal window, and vice versa.

Sessions can be inherited. For example, when a user logs in, the system creates a user session and defines a
standard set of environment variables. Any processes launched by the user during the session inherit the
user environment variables. However, this inheritance is a read-only relationship. Any changes made to the
variable by a process remain local to that process and are not inherited by other processes.

User Session Environment Variables

Mac OS X supports the definition of environment variables in the scope of the current user session. On login,
the loginwindow application looks for a special property list file with the name environment.plist. This
file must be located in a directory called .MacOSX at the root of the user’s home directory. The path to this
file (which you must create) is as follows:

~/.MacOSX/environment.plist

If an environment.plist file exists, loginwindow looks for keys that are children of the root element. For
each of these keys, loginwindow registers an environment variable of the same name and assigns it the value
of the key. This file supports only the definition of environment variables. You cannot use this file to execute
other forms of script code. The format of the file is the same XML format as other property list files, with each
key in the file containing a string value. For example, in the Property List Editor application (located in
<Xcode>/Applications/Utilities, where <Xcode> is your Xcode installation directory), such a
property-list file might look like the following:
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Application-Specific Environment Variables

There are two ways to make environment variables available to an application. The first is to define the
variables in a Terminal session and then launch the application from the same session. When launched from
Terminal, the application inherits the session settings, including any environment variables defined there.

The second way to associate environment variables with an application is to include the LSEnvironment
key in the application’s information property list file. The LSEnvironment key lets you specify an arbitrary
number of key/value pairs representing environment variables and their values. Because it requires modifying
the application’s information property list file, use of this key is best for options that do not change too
frequently. For more information on using this key, see Information Property List Key Reference.
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This chapter describes some miscellaneous techniques for configuring your application.

The PkgInfo File

The PkgInfo file is an alternate way to specify the type and creator codes of your application or bundle. This
file is not required, but can improve performance for code that accesses this information. Regardless of
whether you provide this file, you should always include type and creator information in your information
property list file using the CFBundlePackageType and CFBundleSignature keys, respectively.

The contents of the PkgInfo file are the 4-byte package type followed by the 4-byte signature of your
application. Thus, for the TextEdit application, whose type is 'APPL' and whose signature is 'ttxt', the
file would contain the ASCII string “APPLttxt”.

Using Launch Arguments

If you have a Cocoa application, you can override many user defaults settings by specifying them on the
command line. In addition, Cocoa recognizes a few additional arguments for opening and printing files. Table
1 lists some of the more commonly used command-line arguments for Cocoa applications.

Table 1 Command-line arguments for Cocoa applications

DescriptionArgument

Opens the specified file after the application finishes launching. Uses the
application: openFile: method of the application’s delegate to open
the file.

-NSOpenfileName

Opens the specified file as a temp file after the application finishes launching.
Uses the application: openTempFile: method of the application’s
delegate to open the file.

-NSOpenTempfileName

Prints the specified file after the application finishes launching. Uses the
application: printFile:method of the application’s delegate to print
the file.

-NSPrintfileName

Shows areas that are about to be drawn in yellow so that you can see which
parts of your views are being updated. This is similar to the feature that is
available through the Quartz Debug application but operates only on the
specified application.

-NSShowAllDrawing<YES>

Displays a running log of events received by the application.-NSTraceEvents<YES>
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This table describes the changes to Runtime Configuration Guidelines.

NotesDate

Removed deprecated information from the document.2009-10-19

Moved the reference information for Info.plist keys to Information Property
List Key Reference.

Clarified that while a CFBundleIdentifier is similar to a UTI, it is not actually a
UTI, as the allowed character set is more restricted.

2009-09-09

Added links to Cocoa Core Competencies.2009-08-14

Added information about keys introduced in Mac OS X v10.6.2009-05-15

Documented QuartzGLEnable key.

Updated information on version strings to specify that the full three-digit string
is required, e.g. 10.4.0.

Updated multiplatform information.2008-07-08

Added LSRequiresIPhoneOS, UIRequiresPersistentWiFi,
UIStatusBarStyle, UIStatusBarHidden, UIInterfaceOrientation,
LSFileQuarantineEnabled, LSHandlerRankkeys.

Updated property list keys to include UTI-based keys. Updated configuration
guidelines to include Intel-based keys.

2007-04-18

Reintroduced the CFBundleGetInfoString key and clarified details about the
NSAppleScriptEnabled key.

2006-11-07

Added details on the new purpose of the CFBundleGetInfoString key.

Clarified the possible types of the NSAppleScriptEnabled key.

Added definition of NSPersistentStoreTypeKey.2006-09-05

Updated description of the CFBundleVersion and CFBundleShortVersionString
keys.

2006-07-24

Undocumented the CFBundleGetInfoString key.

Made minor editorial changes.

Updated description of CFBundleIdentifier key.2006-04-04
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NotesDate

Modified example for LSMinimumSystemVersion key.2005-11-09

Updated description of NSPrincipalClass key. Added information about how to
put Info.plist data into flat executables. Added environment.plist illustration.

2005-08-11

Updated for Mac OS X v10.4.2005-04-29

Added CFBundleAllowMixedLocalizations key. Removed CFBundleGetInfoHTML
key, which was included erroneously and is not supported.

2005-02-03

Added notes about the correct capitalization of files and directories in a bundle.2004-08-31

Minor bug fixes.2004-04-15

Minor bug fixes.2004-01-08

Minor bug fixes.2003-12-02

First version of Runtime Configuration. Some of the information in this topic
previously appeared in System Overview.

2003-08-07
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